
 And so we delayed the analysis and just got on with
watching the TVM and enjoying it. The opening scene
was well-received and the first, loyal, round of applause
went to the appearance of Sylvester McCoy’s name in the
credits. Similar receptions went to Chang Lee’s first, rapid,
exit from the TARDIS; the flight of the motorcycling
policeman in similar circumstances; Eric Roberts’s
delivery of the line “Thank you” after Curtis told the
Master that he was “sick”; and McGann getting the
TARDIS to work by giving the console a thump. The
applause at the end reached a crescendo as the ‘Dedicated
to...’ caption concluded the end titles.
 The we got our breath back - just for a moment -
before plunging into discussion. “Refreshing” was a word
suddenly in vogue, and it was felt that the continuity
references had been manipulated well and hadn’t
dominated the (admittedly slight) plot. The malleability
of Who in general was praised and of course we wanted
more! There was some controversy over the final kiss
(“unfortunate”) and the religious imagery (generally
appreciated but some of us thought the ‘crown of thorns’
the Doctor wore took things too far) but we all thought
Sylvester’s skill in face-pulling served him well at the last.
Eventually, it all dissolved into the proposal of increasingly
hypothetical production scenarios for future Doctor Who,
while some diehards (the same who had wanted to see
EastEnders, largely) went off to watch Cold Lazarus in the
adjoining junior common room.
 It was the first time I’d watched a new episode in a
large group since a quiet but persistent minority managed
to force a sceptical group of apathetic students to watch
‘Survival’ 2  rather than that night’s Coronation Street in my
college’s TV room in the last week of term in 1989.  In a
way, watching the telemovie together we made ourselves
into a mutual support group, restraining the effects of some
people’s enthusiasm and buoying up the more doubtful.
Earlier in the evening the committee had discussed which
videos should be shown next term and it was clear that
things were changing, as stories were chosen on the basis
of their relation to the new film. The Society was no
longer in thrall to an increasingly distant past, no longer
merely existing as if to prolong some over-extended wake
long after the deceased’s remains had been laid to rest.
Most importantly, we had talked about what we had
wanted and what we had seen, something there was little
time to do on the usual, video-packed Monday evening.
Even if it all faded away amid low US ratings and vanishing
budgets, for the moment Doctor Who was alive again, and
even if it was all an illusion, there was a sense of liberation
in the air as we finally went our separate ways that Monday
night.

 As long-term readers of Skaro will know, there has been
a tradition of watching Doctor Who on Monday nights at
Oxford University for some time now. The Doctor Who
Society here actually started in summer 1989, as if to get some
practice in for the lengthy period of new Who deprivation that
was to hit television screens that December. Occasionally the
routine has been broken, by visitors such as Sophie Aldred,
the atmosphere of whose visit was so well encapsulated by
Paul Dumont in Skaro 8. Otherwise, it’s always been a video,
of an old Doctor Who story or more recently, as new
generations of students emerge including fewer and fewer
who hold the programme in particular affection or for whom
it has a nostalgic resonance, episodes of contemporary fads
like The X-Files or Babylon 5.
 The meeting on Monday 27 May was different.
 Numbers have dropped off in recent years, but as 8.30
approached, numbers reached thirty - still half of the numbers
who came along five or six years ago but more than twice the
number who had seen ‘Terror of the Autons’ the previous
Monday, the night after Jon Pertwee died. There was a party
atmosphere - there were more cans of alcoholic drink in the
room than for many a year, and a lot of people had brought
jelly babies although there were also a couple of bags of jelly
beans - rather apt in the circumstances that the first episode
of Who to be produced in North America should be watched
to the consumption of sweets introduced into the Doctor’s
life by the editors of the Pinnacle editions of the Target
novelizations.
 Usually the meeting would begin at eight and go on for
three hours of solid viewing. This time the half-hour before
‘Enemy Within' began was filled in by discussion of what we
wanted from the new episode - most of us having restrained
ourselves from watching the delayed video release - despite
the vociferous lobby who wanted to watch EastEnders on the
television augmented for the evening by a small portable aerial
attached to a clamp and rod from one of the physics labs. “A
sense of mystery” was a popular option. Others of us, with
more of an eye on the new programme’s production context,
hoped for a film that would be viable in the international
television marketplace.
 A little before the closing credits of EastEnders began, the
waiting throng gathered together for a photograph - although
Dave who took the picture was the only one wearing one of
the new McGann T-shirts. The sound on the television was
turned up and the closing theme of EastEnders played -
someone expressed surprise that the title sequence was now
in full colour - and there was a final frenzied circulation of
sweets as people arranged themselves on chairs, tables and the
floor. There was a groan as the Euro ‘96 trailer was followed
by one for Bad Boys - but then, the BBC-1 globe appeared
and the continuity announcer told us that one of the station’s
favourite characters was now to return...
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